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Anime heaven jojo golden wind

The fourth season of the series hosted Japine Jojo's Bizarre Adventure article this is on the 2018 animated television series. For the original manga, see Golden Wind (manga). For the video game, watch GioGio's Radio Adventure. Jojo's Bizarre Adventure: Golden WindKey Visuals from the Betray Boss arcNo. in episodes39+3 Remember EpisodesReleaseReaseOriginal Network
MX, BS11, MBS, AbematVOriginal lageJuly 5, 2018 (Debut festival) October 5, 2018 -July 28, 2018 2019Season chronology← PreviousSeason 3 (Diamond is unbreakable) Rajo's Adventure List episode Adventure Jojo bizarre jojo:Golden Storm (Japanese: ジョジョの奇妙な冒険 ⻩⾦の⾵, Hepburn: Jojo no Kimyō Na Bōken Ōgon No Kaze) is the fourth season of RadYo's
adventure, fits Golden Van , the fifth part of the manga Hiroko Araki Araki's Jojo Bizarre adventure. Set in Italy during 2001, two years after the events of Diamond is unbreakable, the series followed the adventures of Giorno Giovanna, son of Dio Brando (from Phantom San and Stardust Crusaders) but waived with the body of Jonathan Jonathan, co Jonathan Passione, who joins
the Criminal Organization in the hope of becoming a gangster (or gang-star) and taking control of the organization in the name of reform. The animated adaptation of Golden Wind was personally announced by series creator Hirohiko Araki at Ripps Art Exhibition Adventure on June 21, 2018. [1] Golden Van is the lead chef by returning director Naokatsu Tsuda, who is
accompanied by series directors Yasuhiro Kimura and Hideya Tahashi and senior writer Yasko Kobashi. The character designer for Golden Wind is Takahiro Kishida, and the animation director is Ishimoto Shun'ichi Ishimoto. Yugo Kanno returns as composer from previous seasons. [1] The series is 39 Episodes long. [2] [3] The Golden Wind Pilot is destroyed in Anime Expo on 6
July 2018. The series formally rose from 5 October 2018 until 28 July 28, 2019, on Tokyo MX and other channels [4][a]and was simulcast by Crunchyroll. Like previous seasons, some names are changed to British officials' releases to avoid potential commercial exchanges. [5] The first opening term is the only 2018 Single Gold Scramble by Coda (Kazusou Oda), and the first term
finished is the 1995 single Freek n You by Jodeci. The second opening term is Uragirimono by Requiem by Daisuke Hasegawa,[6] and the second finishing term is Modern Cruise by Enigma. On October 4, 2019, Viz Media announced that the animated dub would begin broadcasting on programming Toonami Adult Swim on October 26, 2019. [7] Toonami's broadcast would go on
hiatus after the 28th episodes on May 30, 2020 as a result of production delays for the English dub caused by the COVID-19 pandemic. [8] The anime resumed its run on Toonami on August 1, 2020 and concluded on October 24, 2020. [9] Fleet Set in 2001, two years after the events of Diamond is unbreakable, Koichi Hirosee sent to Italy and worked by Jotaro Kujo to search for
Giorno an aspiring mafia gangster who is a son of Dio Brando. But as Dio owns the body of Jonathan Joestar at times in his design, Giorno is technically a Joestar and takes more than the father he never knew. The series follows Giorno as it joins the organization Mafia Passione, moving up to its rank with the intention of becoming the boss of improving life in Italy. Through the
series, it is revealed that Boss joined Bruno Bucciarati's group with his daughter, Trish Una, so that he can kill him by protecting his identity. After Bucciarati suffered grief-stricken injuries at the hands of boss King's crime, he, Giorno, and the rest of the gang found ways on how to beat the boss in the boss. They eventually found any name Jean Pierre Polnareff, who helped in the
murder of Giorno's father 13 years ago, eventually giving the gang a trumpet card, a four-arrow stand. Voice cast See also: Golden Wind (manga) § Characters, and List of JoJo's Bizarre Adventure characters § Part 5: Golden Wind Character Japanese[10][11] English[12] Giorno Giovanna Kenshō Ono Phillip Reich Bruno Bucciarati Yuichi Nakamura Ray Chase Guido Mista
Kōsuke Toriumi Sean Chiplock Leone Abbacchio Junichi Suwabe Mick Lauer Narancia Ghirga Daiki Yamashita Kyle McCarley Pannacotta Fugo Junya Enoki Ezra Weisz Trish Una Sayaka Senbongi[13] Lizzie Freeman Diavolo Katsuyuki Konishi Kellen Goff Vinegar Doppio Sōma Saitō Griffin Burns Jean Pierre Polnareff Fuminori Komatsu Doug Erholtz Polpo Hideo Ishikawa
Brook Chalmers Mario Zucchero Shinya Takahashi Aleks Le Sale Kaito Ishikawa Alejandro Saab Risotto Nero Shinshū Fuji[14] Armen Taylor Formaggio Jun Fukushima[14] Jonah Scott Illuso Ken Narita[14] Ben Lepley Prosciutto Tatsuhisa Suzuki[14] Bill Millsap Pesci Subaru Kimura[14] Joe Hernandez Melone Junji Majima[14] Brian Hanford Ghiaccio Nobuhiko Okamoto[14]
Chris Hackney Squalo Tomoaki Maeno[14] Ryan Colt Levy Tiziano Kenjiro Tsuda Jordan Reynolds Carne Daisuke Sakaguchi Atsushi Miyauchi Bill Bouts Secco KENN Erik Kimerer Scolippi Kenji Nojima Dama Mills Koichi Hirose Yūki Case Ji Zach Aguilar Jotaro Kujo Daisuke Ono Matthew Mercer Narrator Tōru Ōkawa David Vincent Episode List No.overall [b]north. inseason
[c]Title [d] Directed by PaOriginal Date Time [15]English Date141Golden Experience / Golden Vantransscript: Gōrudo Ekusuperiensu (Japanese: ⻩⾦体験 (ゴールド‧エクスペリエンス)) Naokatsu TsudaYasuko Kobayashijuly 5, 2018 (2018-07-05) (festival) October 5, 2018[1] October 26, 2019 in 2001, two years after the events of Diamond is unbreakable, Koichi Hirose arrives
in Naples, Italy at the request of Jotaro Kujo to get a skin sample from a young Haruno Shiobana boy. Koichi ends up being troublemaker by Haruno, who now goes by the name of Giorno Giovanna. While escaping from Koichi, Giorno uses his gold standing experience, [and] that allows him to transform inanimate objects of living organisms, to transform Koichi's luggage into a
frog. Giorno then has an alteration with a gangster named Leaky Eye for operating on his breath. Luca attempted to head Giorno's bash in with a pick, but instead hit the Frogs, which results in Luca taking the damage and being knocked out. Later, Koichi catches up to Giorno and tries to keep him and stand Echoes,[f]only for Giorno to escape using Gold Experience to create a
tree that lifts him to safety. Koichi reports that he finds jotaro and learns that Giorno is Dio Brando's son. Giorno boards a cable car and meet Bruno Bucciarati who suspects Giorno Luca's struggles, who was later killed by his boss. Bucciarati carries out the power of zipper-generating stands, Bticky fingers, [g] to extract the truth from Giorno. 1152 Bucciarati coming / Bucciarati
ParetTranscription: Bucharati Ga Kuru (Japanese: ブチャラティが来る) Hide Takahashishisu Kobashiseptem 25, 2018 (2018-09-25) (Lumine debut) October 12, 2018 (2018-10-12) November 2, 2019 in a flashback, it is revealed that Giorno, which was once by his father and intimidated by the other kids, began to be treated with respect after saving a wounded gangster, giving
him a reason to live. Back in the present, faced with Sticky Bucciarati's Stand, Finger Sticky, Giorno desperately used Gold Experience to defend himself and learn to stand him can cause the sense of living to go bucket. Outmatched, Bucciarati created a zipper dimension in an attempt to hide himself inside someone else, but Giorno bit his way down by turning a tooth he had
earlier short points out of Bucciarati's mouth in a fly that tried to return to his body. Since the chance to finish Bucciarati off, Giorno decides against him and instead asks to join his organization. He reveals his purpose to step down the organization's boss and settle on himself to better the lives of Naples citizens. 1163 Meet the Gangster Behind the Wall / Meet Mafioso Behind Wall
Disturbance: Hei No Gyangu Ae (Japanese: 塀の中のギャングに会え) Yasuhiro KimuraShōgo Yasukawactober 19, 2018 (2018-10-19) November 9, 2019 Bucciarati agreed to introduce Giorno to the Passione organization, but had to be evaluated by Polpo, a condom mobilly obese. [h] Giorno visits him in prison and realizes that he is a standing user. Polpo worked it and kept the
flame on a lighter burning lighter for 24 hours as a test of his confidence. Giorno reaches back to his dom with the lighter, but he is forced to evade Koichi, who has come looking for his passport. The lighter is accidentally sweet by a janitor that conveniently registers the lighter. However, it caused Polpo's Standing Sabbath [I] appear; she has long tougher the janitor and pierced
her with a contested arrow if she is worthy. The janitor is slain, and the Black Sabbath turns his attention to Giorno. 1174 Join Gang / Join the Family Description: Gyangu Nyūmon (Japanese: ギャング⼊⾨)Kyōhei SuzukiShōgo Yasukawaoctober 26, 2018 (2018-10-26) November 16, 2019 after evade the Black Sabbath attacks, the Giorno eighth stood those who witness lighter
rested while staying in their shadow to avoid the sunlight. Koyi also pointed out, as he also witnessed being delivered in lighter; it deduced that Black Sabbath is a remote-type stand while recognizing its arrows as the same type that created its posture. Black Snare Sabbath Giorno doesn't reach out to the shadow of a tree; Koichi is trying to keep him by pinning him down, pushing
Giorno far enough to contact the tree roots. Giorno uses Gold's experience in the golden tree, exposing Dark Sabbath to the sun's light and causing it to disappear. The next day, Giorno visits Polpo and admits to the Passione. However, angry that Polpo killed the janitor, Giorno turned one of Polpo's guns into a banana, causing the capo to accidentally kill himself when trying to
feed him. Koichi vows to want Giorno to not inform Jotaro of what happened, keeping Giorno's plan secret. Later, Bucciarati took Giorno to meet the rest of his stand-wild team.1185 Get Fortune Polpo's! / Let's get Polpo's fortunes! Transcript: Porupo no Isan O Nerae! (Japanese: ポルポの遺産を狙え!) Takahiro KameiYasuko KobayashiNoveber 2, 2018 (2018-11-02) November
23, 2019 Polpo's apparent news arrival of many Passione members, along with suspects that Bucciarati knows where Polpo's hidden fortunes are. Meanwhile, Giorno presented to Bucciarati's group: Leone Abbacchio, Narancia Ghirga, Guido Mista and Pannacotta Fugo. After learning of Polpo's death, Bucciarati takes his crew on a yacht off the island of Capri to retrieve Polpo's
fortunes and forgo the rank of hood. Narancia, Mista and Fugo misteryezly disappeared, leading Bucciarati to suspect someone had sneaked on the yacht and pointed him towards the fortunes. Giorno withheld that others are still alive and act as striking to lure out stopping the enemy, pushing Abbacchio, who was initially distributed to Giorno, to carry out his own stand. 1196
Moody Blues' Counteratta Gyakushū Mūdī Burūsu Cuck / Moody Jazzuki FudeyasNovem 9, (Japanese: ムーディー‧ブルースの逆襲) Yoshi MikamiKazukuki FudeyasuNovem 9, 2018 (2018-11-09) December 7, 2019 Abbacchio details a flashback detail. It was once an honest police officer until his career ended when he accepted a corruption from an angogue, who then went on
to kill Abbacchio's partner. Later, he joined Passione after approaching By Bucciarati. Back in the present, Abbacchio uses standing Moody Blues [j] to replay the last five minutes of Narancia's actions. Abbacchio and Bucciarati deduced that the enemy stands, Soft Machinery, [k] has the power to deflate opponents like balloons and pull them into small spaces. Abbacchio suspects
that there is one more mystery behind Soft Machine's power, and allows itself to be captured as well, leaving Bucciarati a blood showing where the Stand user is hiding. Flooding the Bucciarati yacht and causing it to flow, forcing the user to stand up, Mario Zucchero, to emerge. Zucchero reveals they were inside a second yacht which he deflated with his power and put on the first.
Bucciarati encompassing Zucchero by compressing himself from his body, saving the others in the process. 1207 Sex Pistols Appeared, Part 1 / Six Bullets Appeared, Part 1 Transcript: Sekus Pisutoruzu Tōjō Sono 1 (Japanese: セックス‧ピストルズ登場 その(1)) Kyōhei Suzukizukuki FudeyasuNovem 16, 2018 (2018-11-16) December 14, 2019 Bucciarati's gang takes some fun
of torturing information from Zucchero despite little success. Abbacchio then uses the Moody Blues' replay to discover that Zucchero's partner is already waiting for chips on the Capri. Giorno takes Mista on the island front to find Zucchero's partner before their boat arrives. With the help of Giorno, Mista uses the power of its Standing Sex Pistols, [he] which creates six autonomous
bullets that can redirect the Mista weapon to the Mista mid-flight, to locate Zucro's partner, Mu. Sale escaped to a backpacks truck, and Mista tougher on before it drove away. 1218 Sex Pistols appeared, Part 2 / Six Bullets appeared, Part 2 Transcript: Sekusu Pisutoruzu Tōjō Sono 2 (Japanese: セックス‧ピストルズ登場 その(2)) Shinji NagataKazuyuki Fudeyasuki
FudeyasuVeber 23, 2018 (2018-11-23) January 4, 2020 In a flashback, the Mista showed as a counterfeit thug who discovered that bullets were shot at him missing completely. Back on the island of Capri, Mista is hanging on the truck travelling up a mountain and is confronted by selling and stopping him, Kraft Works. [M] Stopping the sale allows him to object affix with the person
in place, allowing him to stop a bullet fired by Mista from penetrating himself. however, Sale captured up to Mista and hit her with one of her own bullets. Selling attempts to finish in Mista off with a final bullet, but Mista has Sex Pistols to take control of it and split it into two, distort a fragment to push the mu bullet has already stopped more to itself. Unaware that Mista returned to
the port, Giorno forces the driver even to back up the mountain to find Mista. 1229 The First Mission in BossTranscription: Bossu Kara no No Dai-ichi Shirei (Japanese: ボスからの第⼀指令) Tatsuma MinamikawaShinichi InotsumeNoveber 30, 2018 (2018-11-30) January 11, 2020 Bucciarati's group meets on Capri and is approached by Pericolo, one of Passione's hats disguised
as a janitor. Bucciarati hands over the treasure, hidden inside a urine, and Pericolo Bucciarati a shell of Polpo's navigational control. Back in Naples, Formaggio, one of the dangerously, managed to find Narancia while doing stores for supplies. She's engaged to Narancia Bucciarati's group belongs to goalkeeper Trish. Narancia tries to toss Formaggio and his miniature plane
Stand Aerosmith,[o] but Formaggio uses his own stand, feet,[p]shrink his head and hides in Narancia's pocket. 12310Ekip Human Transcript: Hittoman Chīmu (Japanese: 暗殺者 (ヒットマン)チーム)Jirō FujimotoShinichi InotsumeDecem 7, 2018 (2018-12-07) January 18, 2018, 2020 Narancia discovers that he is slowly shrinked due to the injury Little Peter inflicted on him. When
Formaggio prevented him from using a public phone call to bucciarati's group, he realized Formaggio is nearby. Aerosmith trains without Formaggio's relationship and forced him down to the force. In a flashback to two years earlier, the Human Team realized that two of the members, Sorbet and Gelato, were missing after attempting to discover the boss's identity. Formaggio finds
Gelato dead with a note reading Punishment, and later the team anonymously mail boards keep Sorbet's recall remaining. The group consequences abandon their plans for advancement until they learn from Trish. Returning to the present, Formaggio withheld that Aerosmith detects its targets by the emitant CO2. Formaggio attempted to escape among a group of rats, only to
become Target Aerosmith again due to the large rat breathing it is rising. It survives an attack by returning to its original size, as Aerosmith has also shrunk along with Narancia and the bullets have little effect. 12411 Aerosmith Narancia A/ Narancia's Lil BomberTransscript: Narancha No Earosumisu (Japanese: ナランチャのエアロスミス) Shinji NagataShinichi InotsumeDem 14,
2018 (2018-12-14) January 25, 2020 A flashbacks show how Narancia grew up on the streets until he was rescued by Fugo and Bucciarati. Formaggio traps Narancia's miniature in a bottle and a spider for interrogating him on the Trish Place. However, Narancia did manage to have Aerosmith rid a car with bullets that suddenly exploded, walked Formaggio and returned Narancia
to his usual size. Using his own blood to estimate the flames that are encouraging him, Formaggio shrunk himself and attempted to escape the smoke that affected Aerosmith's clothing. However, Narancia causes more explosions, which enclosure Formaggio with more fire and forced him to reveal himself. Both there is a last stand-off, resulting in Narancia managing to kill
Formaggio. Back in the vineyard, Bucciarati receives instructions from the boss to travel to Pompeii and retrieve a key near a dog tile for a car that can escort Trish to safety. 12512 Second Mission of BossTranscription: Bossu Kara by Daini Shirei (Japanese: ボスからの第⼆指令) Takahiro KameiShōgo YasukawaDecem 21, 2018 (2018-12-21) February 1, 2020 Giorno, Fugo, and
Abbacchio arrive in Pompeii seeking the key. They come across an unusual mirror and Fugo is suddenly drag into an ice world by crew members Hitman Illuso and his posture, Man of the Miror. [q] Fugo his summons Color purple,[r] but it appears in the real world with Giorno and Abbacchio instead of the ice world where it is blocked. A flashback explains how the Fugo pint led to
a violent incident that led him to be destroyed by his family and to eventually join the Bucciarati group. As Red Colors begin to emit a deadly virus from his point, Fugo has him breaking the ice as a message to Giorno; Giorno remains determined to save Fugo, despite Abbacchio's command that they get the key and run. 12613 Man of the Ice and Violet Haze / Miror Man with
RedTranscription Smoke: People at Za Mirā Pāpuru Eizu (Japanese: マン‧イン‧ザ‧ミラーとパープル‧ヘイズ) Yasuo EjimaShōgo YasukawaDecem 28, 2018 (2018-12-28) February 8, 2020 Abbacchio attempted to retrieve the key, but Iluso uses a nearby piece of ice to draw him to the ice world. Abbacchio tries to trick Illuso into taking the Moody Blues to the ice, but Illuso
counterattacks, leaving half of Abbacchio and Moody Blues in every world, rendered every powerless. In despair, Abbacchio cuts his own hand, enabling the Moody Blues' hand tougher and deliver the Giorno key. However, rather than running with the key, Giorno allowed himself to be dragging into the ice world by Illuso. Giorno revealed he had infected himself with Haze's virus
virus, and has now passed him on to Illuso. To save himself, Illuso escaped back into the real world, leaving his infected arm in the ice world. However, Giorno had earlier used Gold Experiments to turn a brick into a snake that tracks Illuso's position, enabling Fugo to track and kill him with purple. As Illuso dies, Fugo, Abbacchio and Giorno return to the real world, where Giorno
uses the snake antibodies to heal his own infection before taking Fugo and treating Abbacchio's injury. 126.513.5 The Beginning of Golden VanTranscription: Inizio del Vento AureoN / AN / AJanuary 4, 2019 (2019-01-04) N/ A reminder of the events in episodes 1–12. 12714 Express Tren Florence / Il Sled Espresso per FirenzeTranscription: Firentse Prick Chōtokkyū (Japanese:
フィレンツェ⾏き超特急) Kyōhei Suzukizukuki FudeyasuJanuary 11, 2019 (2019-01-11) February 15, 2020 Bucciarati's gang follow the key instructions driven by Naples' train station to find the car it unlock, and to use the car carrying Trish Venice. Meanwhile, two members of the Human Team, Prosciutto and Pesci, board the train in an attempt to locate the gang. Bucciarati
eventually discovers that the key fits to the steroid of a tortoise named Coco Jumbo[s] he finds at the station. He spit the railroad out of place where the tortoise capacity, the President's man, pulled him and others into a furnished room inside his body. In order to find Bucciarati's gang, Prosciutto activated his posture, the grateful word,[t]that spreads a fuel throughout the train
causing everyone of age rapidly. Narancia, Fugo and Giorno quickly age, but Avi Giorno joins Bucciarati, Mista, and Trish are aging than the others. Seeing that they each have cool drinks, it decreases that the aging fuel is less efficient on people with cool body temperatures. Mista exits the tortoise to get the user standing, but when he turns on the air conditioner he is
immediately hooked by the Fish Rod Fish, Beach Boys. [2] 12815Mo are grateful, Part 1 / Grateful Death, Part 1 Transcript: Za Gureitofuru Dedo Sono 1 (Japanese: 偉⼤なる死 (ザ‧グレイトフル‧デッド) その(1)) Tatsuma Minamikawazukukuki FudeyasuJanuary 18, 2019 (2019-01-18) February 22, 2020 Fang Boy Beach makes its way through the mista body towards his brain.
Mista has Sex Pistols to find Pesci and improve the mirror it is using to keep cool and prevent the grateful effect. Panicking, Pesci drops his grip on Mista and exposes his location, but a disguised Prosciutto, got aging himself and stood him, launching a surprise attack on Mista. He immediately aged him before shooting three bullets in his head, leaving him to die. Prosciutto and
Pesci then head to the driver's cabin where they found Coco Jumbo. However, Mista is still alive thanks to her sex pistols to stop the bullets from penetrating her toe, and sending pistol No. 6 delivers a mirror to Bucciarati. This allowed Bucciarati to launch a counterattack against Prosciutto; However, Bucciarati moves his driver and increases the aging effect. Prosciutto has long
taken it, but Bucciarati quickly zips open the cabin and whisk both himself and Prosciutto off the moving train to protect his crew. 12916 Words grateful, Part 2 / Grateful Death, Part 2 Transcript: Za Gureitofur Dedo Sono 2 (Japanese: 偉⼤なる死 (ザ‧グレイトフル‧デッド)その(2) Ken TahahashisuYasu KobashiyauJanuary 25, 2019 (2019-01-25) February 29, 2020 Pescis
catches Prosciutto and Boy's Beach Line, But Bucciarati uses the opportunity to grab the opportunity to take on the line itself and hit proscience off the train. However, Survivor Prosciutto and carriages kept in the train, causing the grateful words to stay in effect. As Bucciarati makes his way back onto the train, Pesci becomes ambulanced by the Prosizut sacrifice, flows his
coalition and becomes purification. Pesci has Beach Boys traveling to Bucciarati's body in an attempt to pierce his body. In order to save himself, Bucciarati remains still and uses Fingers Sticky to split himself up into pieces, even splitting his heart in half, so that Pesci can't find him. Giving up on his search, Pesci stopped the train, giving Bucciarati time to review himself and piece
himself back together. Bucciarati from the train stops and faces Pesci; while Pesci almost manages to pierce Bucciarati's heart, Fingers Fingers fingers the beach boy and uses it to twist Pesciarati's neck. In his last moments, Pesci attempts to break Jumbo and the crew still inside, but Bucciarati stops him by casitting his arms so he can pupil Pesci, then finish him to compress
him into pieces. Prosciutto also succumbed to his injury and dies, causing everyone to return to normal. The afternoon of the fight, Bucciarati discovers that Trish has his standing power is unaware of. The team soon trailed by their next opponent: Melone. 13017 Baby Face / BabyheadTranscription: Beibī Feisu (Japanese: ベイビィ‧フェイス)Naokatsu TsudaMasakazu
TakashishiYasu KobashiFerubary 1, 2019 (2019-02-01) March 7, 2020 Melone obtained a sample of Bucciarati's blood on the train. Using her standing baby face [v] and a woman's genetic information on the train, she vested a remote-controlled stand baby. Bucciarati's crews stop on the road and prepare to steal a car while baby Face Jr. follows them down on the Melone
motorcycle using Bucciarati's DROWN. Using his ability to cut up and reconstruct people, baby face Jr. captured Bucciarati and Trish inside Coco Jumbo. To stop Giorno from telling the others, he begins to remove part of Giorno's body. Giorno then uses Gold Experience to replace the missing part of his body and turn Gold Experiment into a piranha that attacks baby face Jr. from
inside the .13118 head of Venice! / Verso VeneziaTransscript: Venetsia e Mukae! (Japanese: ヴェネツィアへ向かえ!) Yoshihiro MiyajimaShinichi InotsumeFebruary 8, 2019 (2019-02-08) March 14, 2020 Giorno Tricks Baby Face Jr. in merging with the melone motorcycle, then use the spark plug to ignore the gasoline and cause a blast, destroy it, return Bucciarati and Trish to
normal. Giorno then uses baby face elements jr.a to create a poisonous snake that tracks down and kills Melone. Bucciarati's gang then found instructions for using Moody Blues to receive the boss' final order. Moody Blues transformed into Pericolo who, he spoke to anybody, planned this method to ensure the orders could not intercept. Pericolo said recovering a data disc at
Venice Station having further instructions, then killing himself keeping the information secret. Giorno and Mista drive towards Venice while the others remain at Coco Jumbo; However, Ghiaccio, another Hitman Team member, captured with their cars and attacks using the freezing ability to halt his White Album. [w] They managed to shake it off by combining their Stands'
capabilities, but Ghiaccio captured up again and used his posture as both armor and ice panels. In a desperate move to defeat Ghiaccio, Giorno drove their car into a channel. 13219 White Album / White GlasTransscript: Howaito Arubamu (Japanese: ホワイト‧アルバム) Shinji NagataShinichi InotsumeFerubary 15, 2019 (2019-02-15) March 21, 2020 Ice White Album cars
enclosed in the canal, but Giorno managed to transform some car parts into grass for mista to use as a snow iron snow. Ghiaccio attempted to stop him by temporarily unfreezing the channel, but Giorno returned the turf to machine parts again so that Mista can fire a metal projecture into Ghiaccio's forehead. However, Ghiaccio's gun bulleted, except a small breath on the back of
his neck. Mista tries to shoot in the hole, but Ghiaccio uses his fitness White Album gently cries to freeze the part of the solid air, causing the rich bullet until eventually striking mista's chest. Ghiaccio obtains a status that contains the disk's data and shatters it. Giorno inspired Mista to allow herself to be shot by her own bullet riching gown; this allows him to use his blood to block
Ghiaccio's vision and force him on a lamp breaking lamp, which impressed him in the neck. Ghiaccio tries to protect himself by freeze his blood while also reflecting a bullet towards the head of the Mista, but Giorno's step, immediately heals Mista's injury, and forces Ghiaccio further on the metal and chouch repeatedly, killing him. Giorno then healed Mista's injury.13320 Final
Mission of BossTransscript: Bossu Kara by Saishū Shirei (Japanese: ボスからの最終指令) Takahiro KameiNaokatsu TsudaFeruary 22, 2019 (2019-02-22) March 28, 2020 Bucciarati's crews arrive in Venice and read the final mission of the boss of the disc's data. The instructions are for only one person to take Trish into the tower at the bell of the church on the island of San
Giorgio Maggiore. Bucciarati takes Trish ashore, but also puts one of Giorno's ladybug brochure as a tracking device while the others wait at their pace. Bucciarati and Trish mounted to elevate the tower, but when they reached the top, Bucciarati discovered that Trish had disappeared and that he is only holding his hands sharply. Bucciarati has a flashbacks to his youth when he
first joins Passione and realizes that the boss intends to kill his daughter to protect her identity. Bucciarati followed the boss and managed to attach Giorno's ladybug tracker to him before he disappeared. Bucciarati attacks the boss and reconced Trish's hand, but the boss uses his posture Crimson[x] to defend his time and effort effort to avoid Bucciarati's attack. He appeared
behind Bucciarati, King Crimson pushing his fists all the way to Bucciarati's chest in an attempt to kill him. 13421 The Mystery of the Crimson King / The Mystery of Emperor CrimsonTranscription: Kingu Kurimuzon No Nazo (Japanese: キング‧クリムゾンの謎)Naokatsu TsudaMasaku Tahashinasnaoks TsudaMarch 1, 2019 (2019-03-01) April 4, 2020 Back to the boat, Bucciarati's
crews wait for their leader while Giorno tracks boss in the ladybug track. However, Giorno realizes that the group is experiencing deleted time, with none of them remembering what happened in between. Meanwhile, inside the church, Bucciarati gives bleeding from King Krimson's attack. As the boss is about to kill Trish, he suddenly invaded into a tortoise designed by Giorno's
Experience In Giorno's Jumbo who replicates Jumbo's ability. Bucciarati drops the tortoise across the floor into a rip current. However, King Crimson quickly repaired and prepared to attack again, but Bucciarati uses his remaining energy to grab flames and use Bticky Fingers to lift them both to the floor above. Giorno finds them and heals Bucciarati; that is bucciarati's body must
die for some seconds, it eventually starts moving again. Giorno signals the others, which occur before King Crimson can reach Giorno and Bucciarati. The boss determined that he couldn't fight them all without revealing his identity, he decided to withdraw, allowing them to escape with Trish. On the pain, Bucciarati pierces himself on a metal spike but doesn't react in pain, confused
Giorno. Bucciarati explains his decision to protect Trish, and he gives his crew the choice to follow him or the organization. One by one to join him, with the exception of Fugo. Later, a mysterious man ordered Squalo, a member of the boss's elite squadron, over the phone for Bruno Bucciarati and Giorno Giovanna to be taken dead or alive. 134.521.5 DeterminationTranscription:
DeterminationN / AMarch 8, 2019 (2019-03-08) N/ A reminder of the events and flashbacks of episodes 1–20. 13522 G' in Guts / 'G' in GozzoTranscription: Gattsu no Jī (Japanese: ガッツの「G」) Hikaru MurataShōgo Yasukamarch 15, 2019 (2019-03-15) April 18, 2020 While the bucciarati remains crews for lunch, Narancia accidentally splash red wine on a man's white suit.
When the man demands compensation, the crew paranoy thinks he is a hater and saving beat him up. Meanwhile, Trish revealed that his father's origins in Sardinia and decided to travel there after leaving Venice. While eating, Narancia finds the metallic fish stopping Clash [y] in her soups; he suddenly attacked him, biting his tongue and rendering him speech. He sees that Clash
is able to telepote between nearby liquid bodies, but he can't warn the others. After Giorno replaced Narancia's tongue, Narancia begins giving them fake information, forcing them to do so by stopping the Talking Head [z] who tied himself on the grounds of his new language. The group was observed further by Squalo and Tiziano, Clash and Palace respective users themselves
and members of the elite guard boss. While others try to figure out what's going on with Narancia, he directs them to a wash where he tries to remove all traces of fluid, even without him, to stop Clash from repairing. As others left the room, a float hose lets Clash out to a puddle on the floor and attack Giorno, bite him on the neck.13623 Clash and Talk Head / Break and Talk
mouthTransscript: Kurasshu to Tōkingu Heddo (Japanese: クラッシュとトーキング‧ヘッド) Hitomi EzoeShōgo Yasukawamarch 22, 2019 (2019-03-22) April 25, 2020 Squalo uses Clash of Teleport Giorno in various water sources, making it difficult for Narancia to catch up. Giorno allowed Narancia to shoot him with Aerosmith for the gun residue can make it easier to follow
Clash, allowing Narancia to injure Squalo. Squalo and Tiziano get the upper hand using Narancia to lead the rest of Bucciarati's crew into a cooking with a gas leak and forced Narancia di Mista to shoot with Sex Pistols, resulting in an explosion. Before Clash drag it away Giorno instructs Narancia to get users to stand up. With the rest of the crew encompassing, Narancia ran into
the streets to track down Squalo and Tiziano alone. He cuts his own tongue that has spoken his mind and replaced it with one of Giorno's ladybug brochure, causing Tiziano to panic and drastically change his breathing patterns. This allowed Narancia to find Tiziano and opened fire on him and Aerosmith. Sacrificing Tiziano himself gives Squalo a chance to attack by giving a
nearby body of fluid to Clash Teleporte Bay: without him. Squalo has the throat clash biting Narancia's throat, but Narancia has the resistance of Clash's attack and killing Squalo too. And the two infoughed defeat, Bucciarati's crews came from the Venice Canal towards the airport to catch a plane in Sardinia. 13724 Notorious B.I.G/Notorious ChaseTranscription: Notōriasu Biggu
(Japanese: ノトーリアス‧B‧I‧G (ビッグ)) Kyōhei Suzukizukuki Fudeyasucharch 29, 2019 (2019-03-29) May 2, 2020 The group managed to secure an aircraft after escaping Venice, with Abbacchio using Moody Blues to fly the aircraft by replacing its pilots. As they prepare to leave, a halted hostile user named Carne approaching them about the pool, but Mista shot and killed
her. During the flight, Giorno discovers that Standing Notorious B.I.I,[aa] an expensive-eating blob, was activated after his death, attaching himself to Giorno's right arm. Mista shot Giorno's arm at, but notorious B.I.G, who followed his enemies by their movement and then absorbed their energy, attacked the sex pistols, gravely wounding Mista. Narancia attacks with Aerosmith, but
she's too targeted and injured by the Notorious B.I.G. Deemed Notorious B.I.G. to be indestructible, Giorno forces her to flush on her remaining arm, then manages to manage to throw it in her several arms and send her out of the plane. Since Gold experiences power from its point, Giorno cannot contend nor heal the injuries of his head, Mista or Narancia. Bucciarati relayed the
attack to Abbacchio and caught wounds inside the tortoise. Alone, Trish is approached by Notorious B.I.G., who runs behind the object moving quicker nearby, being the plane himself. The stand by pursuing it when it stays still, instead approaching one of Giorno's green boosters, which is in the process of transforming into one of Giorno's hands. Trish realized that Giorno had
created a brock that had rebutted one of his hands before cutting his arms, which when stained could allow him, Mista and Narancia recovered. 13825 Spice Girl / Spicy LadyTranscription: Supaisu Gāru (Japanese: スパイス‧ガール) Masakazu Takashizuki Fudeyasapril 5, 2019 (2019-04-05) May 9, 2020 Trish tries to get Giorno's broch without grabbing the Notorious B.I.G., but
he attacks it. Trish intentionally woke it Up Spice Girl,[ab] which explains that it has the ability to make any softer surface and tire-like. Spice Girl Tricks Notorious B.I.G Into Repeatedly Attacking A Do comet clock as she elastic, making it indisputable. While she's distracted, Spice girl softly but firmly pierced the stand with a hose, causing it to evaporate. Finally safe, Trish returned
to the cabin and informed Bucciarati of the Notorious Raid B.I.G., but a portion of it managed to travel through the wall and attack the engine at the rear of the plane, causing it to grow massive and fill half of the interior of the plane. Trish uses Spice Girl to turn the cabin of the plane into a feshift parachute while notorious B.I.G and the rest of the plane crash into the Tyrhenian
Sea. Notorious B.I.G remains trapped in the ocean due to the waves still moving. Thanks to Giorno's hand in his brock, Giorno is able to heal himself with the others, and they arrive on Sardinia sensors. However, the essence of the boss that they survived and that Trish rose up to him. Horrified that he may remember his youth at Costa Smeralda, he decided to travel to Sardinia
alone to prevent anyone from discovering his identity. 13926 A Little Story From The Past ~ My Name Is Doppio ~ Transcript: Honno Sukoshi Mukashi No Monogatari ~ Boku No Na Wappio ~ (Japanese: ほんの少し昔の物語 ~ぼくの名はドッピオ~)Takahiro Kamehikaru MurataHiroyoshi AoyagiShinichi InotsumeApril 12, 2019 (2019-04-12) May 16, 2020 In the summer of 1965, A
Sardinian woman in an Italian prison was held in a pink-hair boy, during which time a woman noticed that the boy had changed the color of the moment. Then they took the baby to the church and put it in a baby under a friendly priest. The boy became known as a rather hunting and slow man but opened his heart. However, one night the priest found the boy's mother from
concrete at church, buried but still alive, and judged that she was there for years. The boy took the priest into the acting; That night, the entire village burned, and the list of words included the priest and the boy. In present on Sardinia, the boy, still a teenaged year later, encounters a mysterious fortunes-recountering. The man offered to say the teenager's fortunes; she determines
that the boy is looking for her fifteen-year-old daughter, but she's confused due to the boy's apparent age. The associate's fortunes then begged to see the boy's palm be it deeper into his fortunes, even proposing to pay. The teenager suddenly touched and physically transformed into an adult, tougher fortune – recounting the throat by the throat. The fortune associate realizes that
his attacker has two personalities, light and darkness, and greater personality to truth being the passione boss. From a picture, the fortune-recounting predicts the boss will soon meet dangerously Risotto Nero, imam's team leader. King Crimson then appeared, swiftly executing the fortunes-telling. Boss returns to the teenager, named Doppio, who travels to Costa Smeralda by
taxi. When the boss needs to talk to and control Doppio, Doppio hallucinates a phone ring and speaks to object miscellane, believe from cell phones. Doppio uncovered Don Risotto, who realizes that Doppio is a standing user when he reacts to the sounds of the Aerosmith Staircase area, which signifies the arrival of Bucciarati's team. Risotto uses his metallica[ac] stand to
transform the iron into Doppio's body and create razors blade and steel needle that punctures Doppio from the inside. While Risotto prepares another attack, the boss calls Doppio and tells him to get it to two metres in Risotto; This will allow the boss to rapidly take control of their shared bodies and kill Risotto and King Crimson before Risotto can discover his true identity. In order
to help with this, the boss lends Doppio a portion of his power, which he calls epitaph. [ad] 14027Wa Crimson vs. Metallica / Emperor Crimson vs. MetallicTranscription: Kuu Kurimuzon vs. Metarika (Japanese: キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji NagataAkraira Horichiprip 199, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji NagataAkrai horichip 199, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリ
カ) Shinji NagataAkira Horichiprip 19, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji Nagataira Horichiprip 199, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji Nagataira Horichiprip 199, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji NagataAkira Horichiprip 199, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji NagataAkira Ho 19, キング‧クリムゾン vs. メタリカ) Shinji NagataAk 2019 (2019-04-19)
May 23, 2020 Via Doppio's imagination phone, the boss says Doppio to use Epitaph to predict Risotto's movement. With the power of the Epitaph, Doppio sees a vision of a pair of scissors pierced out of his throat. Unable to avoid this from happening, Doppio quickly broke his throat and removed the signals. He deduced Risotto's ability to transform the iron into his body of metallic
objects, as well as the ability for Risotto to cloak his own visibility and iron. Next, Doppio sees a vision on a stern direction and, Risotto's sensation, toss the scissors and cut Risotto's feet. Risotto, now aware of Doppio's pre-cognitive ability, reattaches his server staples and metal staples while notes of Doppio's personality differs. Risotto Press attacks him, transforming more
makes from Doppio's body to object; The iron loss comes from his body not only weakens Doppio, but decreases his body's ability to absorb oxygen, leaving him short of breath. Risotto prepares to finish at Doppio, slowly coming to the realization of Doppio's second personality. However, the scalpels that Doppio tried to throw at Risotto ended up flying towards Bucciarati's group,
which attracted their attention. Risotto is suddenly shot from behind by Aerosmith, which could only detect Risotto's breathing. The boss takes control of Doppio's body and explains his plans for Risotto. Fatally injured, Risotto realizes that Doppio is also the boss. 14128 Beneath A Sky on the Vegetation of TonbeTranscription: Ima neither Word Ochite Kisō Sora No Shita de
(Japanese: 今にも落ちて来そうな空の下で) Hideya Tahashishasuyasu Kobashipril 26, 2019 (2019-04-26) May 30, 2020 Risotto uses his last bit of force tougher boss in hand and try to trick Aerosmith into firing both of them, but King Crimson clears the time where the bullets were fired to avoid them, killing Risotto. The boss eats a frog that kicks off close to regaining some makes
as Bucciarati and Narancia head to the scene of the fight. Abbacchio uses Moody Blues to search in the past on the La Costa beach, try to recreate the boss's face. Bucciarati and Narancia saw Risotto's corpse, then freak to find a young boy tied behind a rock with blood missing, and his mouth was sewn together. Back on the beach, Abbacchio is distracted by a group of young
football players attempting to retrieve their balls from a tree. When he goes to help them, he is hurt mortally by the boss, who was waterproof one of the young boys. As Abbacchio dies, he enters a state of dreams where he meets with his deceased partner in police force, who commands Abbacchio to diligence him in helping his friends. When Bucciarati's group comes across
Abbacchio's corpse, Giorno discovers that just before Moody Blues vanish forever, Abbacchio uses it to successfully recreate a death mask in the boss's face in a nearby rock pillar. 141.528.5 DestinyTranscription: DestinyN / AMay 3, 2019 (2019-05-03) N / A reminder of the events of episodes 1–28. 14229 Go to the Roman Kolosseum! / Verso Il Colosseo says
RomaTranscription: Mokutekichi king Rōma! Korosseo (Japanese: ⽬的地はローマ!コロッセオ)Yūsuke KuboShōgo YasukawaMay 10, 2019 (2019-05-10) August 1, 2020[9] Bucciarati and Giorno searched police with Interpol database for a figure that matched one in which Abbacchio created, unsuccessful. However, a voice of the laptop informed them that the boss's name is
Diavolo and that King Crimson is unreachable, except perhaps using a stand arrow which they can collect from the voice properties in Rome. The voice tells them the story of the standing arrows: being created in a meteorite that crashed into Greenland and houses a virus that kills most but gives people the ability to superhuman if they survive its effects. Convincing the offer is
genuine, Bucciarati agrees to meet those behind the voice of Koloseum's abortion. Meanwhile, Diavolo ordered reluctance doppio to send Cioccolata and Secco, the sadistic remaining members of his elite guard, after Bucciarati's team. As soon as the team arrives on the Italian mainland, they are abused by Cioccolata and Seccolata. Cioccolata uses his stand, Green Day, [ae] to
spread a dangerous mold around the area. Giorno realizes that he's activated and infected people when they descend at a lower altitude, so Mista ringed up the ship's fuel tank, dropping the crew high on shore. 14330 Green Day with Oasis, Part 1 / Green Tea and Sanctum, Part 1Transscript: Gurīn Dei to Oashisu Sono 1 (Japanese: グリーン‧ディとオアシス その(1)) Yōji
SatōShōgo YasukawaMay 17, 2019 (2019-05-17)8, 2020 Bucciarati sends Narancia to mold back to the tortoise to be healed by Giorno as he and Mista start making their way up to the village to escape Cioccolata's moderate tortoise. As they climbed upwards outside the Green Day range, Secco ambushed and halted his oasis,[af] allowing him to swim in and soften was solid.
The rescue attack threatened to pull the group down and trigger Green Day, so Jump Bucciarati left a leader with ambush Secco, who was surprised not affected by the mold as it should attack everything live. Bucciarati's crew managed to escape in a car and drive towards Rome, but on the way Giorno notices that Bucciarati has a hole in his skin, his skin is cold and that he has
no pulse. Bucciarati revealed that although Giorno had brought him back to life after The Crimson King's attack in Venice, he had already died and is only moving due to Gold Experience's ability, and that he accepted his seal. Arriving in Rome, the group is abused by Cioccolata and Seccolata again, this time from a helicopter that spreads the Green Day mold of the city. The
second drops down to the ground attacking them once more. Giorno and Mista shoot a building with gold-enfused bullet experience that roots to grab and keep the helicopter in place. Giorno and Mista up roots to pursue Cioccolata while Bucciarati prepares to deal with Secco. 14431 Green Day and Oasis, Part 2 / Green Tea and Sanctum, Part 2 Transcript: Gurīn Dei to Oashisu
Sono 2 (Japanese: グリーン‧ディとオアシス その(2)) Yasuhiro Kimurazyuki Fudeyasuki FudeyasuMay 24, 2019 (2019-05-24) August 29, 2020 While lighting the poor relief skills, Bucciarati suddenly overwhelmed by the short points of Secco, who deposited his points to the ground to increase his speed and power. Giorno and Mista climbing the helicopter building hold the
Cioccolata helicopter, but when mista fires Sex Pistols inside, they can't find Cioccolata and instead with injured Mista. Giorno and Pistol No. 5 enter the helicopter, but Cioccolata has surgically separated his body into pieces, capable of staying thanks to the Mold Green Day. Cioccolata attacks Giorno, trying to force him down and trigger the logs. Giorno managed to launch one of
Mista's bullets at Cioccolata's head and it apparently fell dead, but Giorno suspects that he's faking. Cioccolata sits and announces that his stern arm is ready to kill Mista. However, Giorno's bullet shot to transform the Cioccolata's head into a beast that breaks into his skin. Giorno uses Gold Experience for pummel pummel Cioccolata to die and send his body flying into a garbage
truck. Underground, Secco calls Cioccolata on his cell phone, but he doesn't answer. The second then noticed and listened to a voice message from Cioccolata stating that they are invisible and that he loves Secco. As Secco again prepares to attack Bucciarati, the scene of being watching the binokular comes from a man in Koloseum's home. 14532 Green Day with Oasis, Part 3
/ Green Tea and Sanctuary, Part 3Transscript: Gurīn Dei of Oashisu Sono 3 (Japanese: グリーン‧ディとオアシス その(3) Shinji Nagatazuyuki Fudeyasmay 31, 2019 (2019-05-31) September 5, 2020 Because of his Stand high speed, Secco hurt gravely injured Bucciarati, who decided to run. Second then receives a final voice message from Cioccolata, who informed him that
Bucciarati's group intends to meet someone at the Kolosseum in who has a plan to beat the boss. The mysterious man is to be Jean Pierre Polnareff, who has one of the standing arrows, but is now missing many of his body parts, he is confinite in a wheelchair. Secco, on learning of Cioccolata's death, deactivates him and speaking intelligence, before his simple behavior was an
act. Bucciarati uses Sticky Fingers to escape soil towards the column, but Secco tracks him using his highly sensitive audience. Bucciarati forces Bucciarati from the ground by creating a rain of rock spikes, but Bucciarati popping a nearby tire for the pop ardrums Secco.Panicking, Secco has long taken a nearby boy, who coincidentally happens to be Doppio, intends to use him as
a hostage to escape. However, Bucciarati uses Sticky Fingers to narrow points across Doppio and open Secco's course. Struggling to save itself, Secco stumbled into garbage truck containing cioccolata's body as it conducted away. Meanwhile, Bucciarati's body begins to fall apart from the damage he sustained, with Doppio preparing to kill him. 14633 Her name is
DiavoloTranscription: Soitsu no Na Diaboro (Japanese: そいつの名はディアボロ) Hiroyoshi AoyagiKeīchi MatsukiRara Horiuchijune 7, 2019 (2019-06-07)September 12, 2020 rather than kill Bucciarati, Diavolo has Doppio used him to find out who he plans to meet. Doppio helps Bucciarati across the road to Koloseum In, but stops when he spots Mista and realizes that
Bucciarati's team is near. Diavolo called Doppio and told him that Bucciarati's body is actually dead and that, because of his eyes and hears now he will not receive him, he is only able to feel the souls inside men. Diavolo disguised Doppio's soul as the Trish deceive Bucciarati. After their arrival at the Colosseum, Doppio and Bucciarati meet Polnareff, who diavolo acknowledges.
Years earlier, Diavolo had prevented six arrows standing in Egypt, holding one and selling the rest of Enyaba. Then he used the power of the Arrow Stand to build his criminal organization. He was followed under by Polnareff with two fights, victorious diavolo who was leaving Polnareff's body broken to death. Back at the Colosseum, Diavolo takes control over his body and
Doppio's body, abandons Bucciarati, and makes his way towards Polnareff. Though Polnareff created a method of tracking Crimson King's time off his head and counting the number of blood drops, King Crimson still took the upper hand, punching at Polnareff. Diavolo recovered the arrow, but not before Polnareff uses it to pierced his own stand, Silver Chariot, transforming it into
a new stand that appears as a shadow face. 14734Requiemly Play Quietly, Part 1 Transcript: Rekuiemu king Shizuemuka ni Kanaderare Sono 1 (Japanese: 鎮魂歌 (レクイエム)は静かに奏でられる その(1)) Norito TahashishiShogo Yaskawajune 14, Date of birth:2019-06-14) September 19, 2020 the shadow figure takes the arrow to stand out from Diavolo and cause everyone to
fall asleep. As Bucciarati's team woke up, they left to discover that they had changed bodies and those closest to the proximity and Giorno crossed with Narancia and Mista and Trish. After the initial trauma, they find that they can still control their own stands, although they are not aware of who bucciarati's body lives is inconscious. Meanwhile, Polnareff's soul has been transferred
to the tortoise, Coco Jumbo. He explains that former standing silver chariot holds the arrow and that he became Chariot Requiem, causing souls to change their bodies. He tells them that he cannot control this stand and that the only options to defeat Diavolo is recovering the arrow from Chariot Requiem. He also warns them of Doppio, though he is appearing in his relationship to
Diavolo. At Kolosseum's entrance, the group is seen diavolo forkliam Requiem. However, after he realized that he had achieved Diavolo's body. 14835 Requiemly Play Quietly, Part 2Transcription: Rekuiemu king Shizuka ni Kanaderare Sono 2 (Japanese: 鎮魂歌 (レクイエム)は静かに奏でられる その(2)) Yūsuke KuboShinich Inosumech Inosumei 21, 12 2019 (2019-06-21)
September 26, 2020 Members of the group tried to retrieve the arrow but to discover that Chariot Requiem has the ability to turn up against them. Bucciarati's order to mista shoot his still-underconscious body, suppose he's owned by Diavolo. However, shortly afterwards experienced long fades during which Diavolo used King Crimson to impartle Giorno's body containing
Narancia on broken iron bars. Although Giorno is unable to heal the injuries on her own body, she cannot save Narancia who has previously died, and her soul re-enters her body. Because Diavolo is active, Polnareff deducts that he has two personalities and that Doppio's soul must be inside Bucciarati's body while Diavolo's soul is inside someone else's. Bucciarati suspected that
Diavolo killed Narancia to eliminate the team's radar and approach them undetected. The group then runs behind Chariot Requiem; After holding up to it, the Journey of Bucciaratiti stands, which drops the arrow and walks over its blood. Polnareff, no longer being a stand-up user, is able to take it without being attacked back, though doing so attracted Chariot Requiem's attention.
As she weighed back towards her, she encouraged Mista to quickly pierced her own stand with the arrow before Chariot Requiem can take her back. 14936 Diavolo SurfaceSransscript: Diaboro Fujō (Japanese: ディアボロ浮上) Takahiro KameiShinichi Inotsumeumejune 28, 2019 (2019-06-28)3 October 2020 Doppio dies in Bucciarati's buggy-riddled hearty lonely and abandoned
body. Meanwhile, Chariot Requiem races towards Polnareff, but when Mista tries to shoot her, her gun suddenly breaks apart. Chariot Requiem retrieves the arrow and walks in; However, its additional ability to take effect, refreshed the bodies of nearby organisms. Mista's gun inspector broke down and determined that Diavolo had destroyed him during the ongoing time, And
Giorno's nightclub that Diavolo must hide from someone's body in the group and plan to each of them with their gold experiences to detect Diavolo's soul. Mista refused, so Bucciarati agrees to go first, but as Giorno will check bucciarati, King Crimson suddenly appears in Mista's body and swiftly sharply stern Giorno's arm. When Trish summons Spice girls in the claims, King
Crimson has long taken to his stand, using it to control the Mista body. Diavolo concludes that Chariot Requiem is effectively the shadow of one's own soul, thrown by a source he generates behind each of the tops. It destroys the source of light behind the Crimson King's head, disappears Requiem and allows him to find the arrow. Giorno converted the drops of his blood on King
Crimson's hand to a colony of ads that baked into the arrow for the arrow to fall to the ground. When The Crimson King tries to pick it up, Trish uses the Spice Girl arrow back towards the group. King Crimson then ruthlessly punches at Spice Girls, using force in Mista's propel body, and himself, towards the arrow. 15037 King of WaTranscription: Kingu Obu Kingusu (Japanese: 王



の中の王 (キング‧オブ‧キングス)) Kyōhei Suzukizukuki Fudeyasuly 5, 2019 (2019-07-05) October 10, 2020 Diavolo attempted to grab the arrow with King Crimson, but Bucciarati destroyed Chariot Requim, returning the souls of all of the souls to their respective bodies. However, with his body already dead, Bucciarati's soul begins to climb into the sky. Before it wastes, it
thanks to Giorno for making him alive again when they met and left the arrow in Giorno's hand. Diavolo contemplated escaping after seeing Giorno with the arrow, but when Trish reveals his father's intention to run, he has a change of heart, believes he has the right to be king and that he should have no reason to run. Giorno pierces Gold Experiments with the arrow, apparently
damaging Gold Experience; Diavolo takes advantage of this and Giorno attacks to reclaim the arrow, sharing The Gold Experience figure. However, Diavolo's attack isn't evil Giorno; Rather, Gold Experiment absorbs the arrow in its body and skin like a shell, revealing its new shape as Requiem Gold Experience. [ag] After using the Epitaph to witness a vision of himself defeat
Giorno, Diavolo uses King Crimson to erase time and attack Giorno; However, Requiem Gold experience uses its power to nourish its attacks, replacing time at Crimson's activation point. With Diavolo confused and unable to fight back, Requiem Gold experience visorally punched him. 15138 Experience Golden Requiem / Golden Storm RequiemTranscription: Gōrudo
Ekusuperiensu Rekuiemu (Japanese: ゴールド‧E (エクスペリエンス)‧レクイエム)Shō SugawarasuYasu Kobashijuly 28, 2019 (2019-07-28) [16]October 17, 2020 Mortal wounds, Diavolo falls into the river. Trish encouraged Giorno to look for him, but Giorno claims that it won't be necessary. Diavolo attempts to pull his body into a tunnel, but is fatally interrupted by a hobo that
is under the influence of drugs that diavolo sells. When Diavolo woke up and found himself on operating table, unable to move. A woman walks in and announces that she will perform an autopsy. Diavolo is trying to get the woman's attention as she is still alive, but the woman ignored her and slices opened her belly with a scalpel. Despite being able to move, Diavolo can still feel
the exciting pain like the woman pulled out her liver. When the woman is tempted to see in her arms, Diavolo dies again in shock and rises on a city street. As Diavolo begins to realize what's going on, a dog bar at him, starts it and causes him to fall off the street, where he is run over and killed by a car. Meanwhile, Giorno explains to Trish and Mista that the power of gold
experiences has doomed Diavolo to die over and over for all eternity. In a flachback for previous Bucciarati and others to meet Giorno, a florist approaches to Bucciarati and asks him to avenge his daughter. He had apparently committed suicide, but he believes he was killed by his girlfriend, a sculptor named Scolippi. Along the way to interrogate the sculptor, Mista sees some
strange rock round. When the sculptor reunited, Mista realized Scolippi is a Standing User after finding another stone his neighbor sculpted in the form of Bucciarati at the time of his death. 15239 Slave at DomiTransscript: Nemureru Dorei (Japanese: 眠れる奴隷) Yasutoshi IwasakiHideHideYa TahashishisuYasuko Kobashijuly 28, 2019 (2019-07-28)[16]October 24, 2020 Mista
tries to exert the truth from Scolippi, which explains that its rolling stones [ah] create stones and images of men at this time of death. Once someone touches their own rock, they may choose to accept their death. She affirmed that after the florist's daughter touched her stone, she realized that she was going to die and committed suicide to allow the organs to be transplanted to her
father and save her life. After learning this, Mista is trying his best to prevent Bucciarati from touching his own rock, almost killing himself in the process. Back in the present, Giorno and others learn that, despite his dead body, Polnareff managed to keep his soul attached to the tortoise, which Giorno decided to keep the arrow inside to protect. The series ends with Giorno being
watched by Mista and Polnareff as he is enstracted as the new leader of Passsione. Note ^ tv network list of 5 October 5, 2018 ^ Order of episodes of the series continuing from the previous season ^ Order of episodes of the season ^ English titles taken at Crunchyroll. Cases where names are changed to Japine's version, they use Japese's original translation on the left while
modifying the title Crunchyroll uses on the right. ^ Golden Storm releases official English. ^ Reverb to Official English Releases. ^ Zipper's Man Releases Official English. ^ Captain of the Organization ^ The Shadow of the Sabbath in British official releases. ^ Moody's Jazz releases official English. ^ Sensitive official English releases. ^ Six Bullets in English Official Releases. ^ Art
&amp;amp; Art The art of official English releases. ^ The Neighborhood: The Neighborhood On Which A Gang Declares Its Authority. ^ Li'Pan Releases Official English. ^ Small footage of official English releases. ^ Ice Man Releases Official English. ^ Red smoke releases official English releases. ^ Coco Major in English official releases. ^ Grateful Death in Official English
Release. ^ Fisher's Man Releases Official English. ^ Babyhead of English official releases. ^ The White Mirror releases official English. ^ Emperor Crimson releases official English. ^ Breaking of official English releases. ^ Talk to Mouth releases official English. ^ Notorious Hunters of English Official Releases. ^ Spicy Lady's official English releases. ^ Official Metallic releases
English. ^ Eulogy of English official releases. ^ Green Tea In Official English Releases. ^ Sanctum of English official releases. ^ Golden Van Requiem releases official English. ^ Stone prophecy of official English releases. References ^ A Cineda B, Rafael. Jojo's Bizarre Adventure Part 5: Golden Van Manga Gets Anime TV in October. Animated News Network. Archived from the
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